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Acid test for Modi

Mirror
By- Dr. Nunglekpam Premi Devi
Associate Research
School of Women’s Studies
Faculty Council of Interdisciplinary
Studies, Law and Management
Jadavpur University, Kolkata
As I look and look, into small mirror;
Hanging Onto my window pane;
I find a profound happiness, sizzling all my sorrows.
I smile to her
And She smiles me back.
I wonder phantoms;
I am speechless;
I utter ‘hi’ to her,
She utters ‘hi’ back to me.
I talk to her through my mirror,
She talks me back through same again.
I give her by best pose;
And She give me back her best pose,
I am feeling beautiful through her.
I Hear applause from my inner consciousness;
I feel loved; I feel the crowd;
I wear tears of joy,
I feel young through her.
I sing and I dance to my utmost;
Through my mirror, I feel no compromise;
I carry no burden, I sail without border;
I fly higher; I float like a leaf;
I feel myself full of promises;
I know no one; I sail and no perimeter can compete.
I cry out my pains;
The pains of my incomplete love life;
And she holds me back the same pains, through my mirror.
She cries me back, through my mirror.
I console my inner being;
I whisper my problems; as if she carries away my worries.
I see my sufferings;
The sufferings of abusive words and incomplete tone of my unbalance life;
I see my burning desires;
The Desire of hunting other inner emotions;
Through my mirror, my void mirror.
I laugh loudly, and she laughs me back loudly;
I think I conquer world; I think I vanish from uncooperative humanity;
Alas! I know no boundary; I null my presence;
I know not, when to stop doing this;
I keep on seeing every single day;
Through my mirror, variant phantoms apart,
Oh! The thread, the mirror’s hanging thread;
Falling apart into two,
With this sudden gust of wind;
Broke the window pane;
Broke my mirror;
Down crack into pieces my mirror;
Down tear off my delusion;
I experience hallucination;
I appear like a sheet of phantasmagoria
I exits no more again, I am just a mirage of my dreams.
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Every incident in India, be it
judicial verdicts, rejection of mercy
petitions for killers of humanity,
terror attacks, rapes, corruption and
scandals are generally politicized.
Politicians least bother about
national interest and try derive
political mileage from every issue or
non-issue. Even religion and
worship places are not spared from
exploitation. Babri Masjid and Ram
Mandir issues are points in
question. After independence from
British we have attained less but lost
much in terms of social, religious and
moral values. Our society indulges
in most unscrupulous activities, as
corruption has penetrated in our
blood. It appears as if we have
attained the freedom just to indulge
in corruption. Our ancestors used
to praise British Rule because of
discipline and decorum. Now the
society is most undisciplined and
corrupt because politicians can go
to any extent for their vested
interests.
In 70’s Indira Gandhi raised
“Gareebi Hatao” slogan, which she
could not achieve. She was scared
of losing elections, with the result
she manipulated operation “Blue
Star” to flush out militants including
Bhindrawale- the sole architect of
Khalistan movement and one time
election campaigner of the
Congress in Punjab. This was done
to divert the attention of the people
from main issues which she could
not solve. Moreover, she was scared
of BJP coming to power. We should
unitedly guard against the
machinations of politicians and put
an end to the horror they generally
create for their vested interest. It is
actually politicians who are
responsible for making whole
system corrupt, including
bureaucrats, business class and
common man. We are living in a
democratic country where there is
no qualification for the politicians
to become legislators and no age of
retirement and tenures are fixed.
They start getting pension without
completing their tenures. These

politicians mislead innocent people
by making false promises through
their election manifestos which they
never fulfill. Rather, they indulge in
corrupt practices in all sphere of life
— religious, political and social.
They seldom work for harmonious
development of the society.
Corruption in this country has taken
the shape of an epidemic which
cannot be eradicated unless there
is a revolution by the people against
the corrupt elements including
politicians.
Anna Hazare’s crusade against
corruption was a step towards
cleansing public life but politicians
ganged up and sabotaged the
movement that had taken the
country by storm. Therefore, time
has come when people must make
the politicians accountable for their
misdeeds. Political parties ruling at
the Centre and in the states believe
in revenge and become vindictive
of dissent. They have betrayed the
nation on eradicating corruption.
Now that the nation seems to
have waged war against corruption
by demonetization, let us view the
scenario through broader prism.
To avenge Uri terror attack, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi asserted
during his public meetings in south,
“India will take revenge of Army
martyrs”. He fulfilled his promise by
undertaking surgical strikes by the
Army after crossing LOC in POK and
killing more than 35 militants and Pak
soldiers. Huge publicity made
surgical strikes subject of criticism.
Even Pakistan Prime Minister Nawab
Sharief denied any such strike. Even
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
sought proof of this strike. Not only
this, Rahul Gandhi, Congress Vice
President attacked and dubbed BJP
as ‘Shaheedo ke khoon ke Dalal’.
This is the level of our leaders who
never bothered about the national
interest and the language used by
Rahul Gandhi was painful.
Widespread criticism over
surgical strikes has potential of
impacting the credibility of our
armed force. Politicians should
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Dr Jitendra Singh inaugurates
the Northeast Textile & Craft
Shopping Mela
PIB
New Delhi, Dec 4: Union Minister
of State (Independent Charge) for
Development of North Eastern
Region (DoNER), MoS PMO,
Personnel, Public Grievances,
Pensions, Atomic Energy and
Space, Dr Jitendra Singh
inaugurated the “Northeast Textile
& Craft Shopping Mela” yesterday,
which has been jointly organised by
the Ministry of DoNER and the
Ministry of Textiles.
Speaking to media persons present
on the occasion, Dr Jitendra Singh
said the opening of the Northeast
Shopping Mela is yet another
attempt to portray and acquaint
Northeast to the people living
outside the region. Expressing
satisfaction for having brought
Northeast in a big way to the
national capital, Dr Jitendra Singh
recalled that early this year, the
DoNER Ministry started a Northeast
stall “Purbashree” at Dilli Haat and
now this Shopping Mela at Janpath.
He also expressed satisfaction that
at both these places, the Northeast
stalls are among the first to
introduce cashless sale transaction
keeping in tune with the Prime
Minister Narenda Modi’s current
push towards digital economy.
After ceremonial cutting of the
ribbon to declare the formal
opening, Dr Jitendra Singh
personally went around each of the
30 stalls, which are devoted to textile
and craft products from the eight
different States of Northeast. He
also confirmed the availability of
cashless transaction facility and QR
(Quick Response) cash transaction

By: S Narinder Singh
desist from issuing such statements
which demoralize the courage and
valour of our trusted forces. Having
said so, it is imperative not to
publicise army operations like
surgical strikes for deriving political
mileage. Let actions speak louder
than words.
India witnessed another surgical
strike after the PoK strike, which
was not however carried out by the
Army but Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. On 8th November 2016, he
announced demonetization and
rendered Rs. 500 and Rs. 1000 notes
invalid for a variety of good reasons.
Such measures are always part of
the government to curb the menace
of corruption and black-money,
circulation of which has reportedly
increased manifold in recent times.
It is also felt that demonetization will
help control inflation which in turn
would encourage a reduction in
bank interest rates. Moreover, such
measures would prove as deterrent
to terror acts and stone pelting
incidents in Kashmir, as Pakistan
through its intelligence agency ISI
is pumping huge funds via Hawala
channels to the Valley. , some stone
pelters used to get Rs. 500 and
Rs1000 fake currency notes from
separatists and ISI for stone pelting.
But with the demonetization, stone
pelters are seen nowhere. People in
the valley have understood the
game plan of separatists and ISI
agents. Now, there are no hartals or
strikes. Schools and markets remain
open and people in the valley are
inching towards normal life.
Demonetization of currency will
definitely help in checking terror
funding. No doubt, demonetization
is a decisive war against black
money and corruption.
Prime Minister’s decision on
demonetization is bold but its
implementation has caused
inconvenience to the general public
which resulted in unrest. Long
queues before ATM’s and bank
counters reflect the extent of
inconvenience, even after three
weeks in various parts of the
country. Poor and middle class
people are still facing hardships in
withdrawing their own hard earned
money in order to meet their daily
requirements. All sections of
society, especially the middle and
low class income groups, are facing
inconveniences and hardships in
one or the other way. There should
have been proper and required
planning and preparedness before
announcing this revolutionary
measure. The Government has has

miserably failed on the
implementation front. Before taking
the decision of demonetization, the
government ought to have ensured
adequate arrangements of new
currency in all the banks and ATM’s
across the country to avoid
inconvenience to the people on
account of cash crunch. Surgeon of
this strike, Narendra Modi has failed
to bring out black money from the
corrupt political leaders. No serious
attempt has either been made to
bring back the black-money from
banks outside the country as
promised in BJPs election
manifesto. No doubt, intentions of
our the Prime Minister are good but
he should have kept in mind before
taking such a decision, as the
number of persons posessing blackmoney in billions and trillions is less
than the general public who belong
to middle, poor and below poverty
level segments of society. These
inconveniences and hardships to
the masses should have been kept
in mind before demonetization
because they certainly do count as
voters who actually form the
governments in states and at the
Centre. Opposition parties may take
political mileage and raise hue and
cry as the move has not only
affected the general public but also
the politicians and political parties
which have amassed huge blackmoney for the election purposes.
The hurried decision on
demonetization may affect the
future of the present government
because people are still facing
inconveniences by way of standing
long queues as a result of which
several persons have died. The step
has almost caused public unrest. Let
us hope that this step will help in
checking corruption, black money
and eradicating poverty from the
country. The decision will be
considered as a game changer, if we
achieve the goal of eradicating the
poverty. The criticism by the
opposition should not be for the
sake of criticism. Rather critics
should cooperate with the
Government and help in devising
ways and means to ease out the
problems of people. Modi’s
economic surgical strike would be
welcomed in the long run if it helps
in checking corruption. But the
question will always haunt public
mind why such decisions and
measures are taken only when
elections are round the corner.
(The author is former Director
Information)
Courtesy:www.dailyexcelsior.com
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Voice from the people on
UNC’s blockade
On political views
“Amazing, Naga tribes or should I say especially Tangkhul tribe have
been trying to inflame the emotions and instilled a sense of insecurity
amongst other tribes through coercive tactics to achieve political
gains out of desperation from long ceasefire even if it destroyed the
very fabrics of unity and oneness of Manipur.

provision at some of the stalls.
Dr Jitendra Singh interacted with
sales agents at different stalls and
also spoke to some of the visiting
customers in order to elicit their
opinions
and
inputs.
Accompanying Dr Jitendra Singh on
the occasion were Naveen Verma,
Secretary, DoNER, Secretary, North
Eastern Council (NEC), Ram Muivah
and senior officers from the Ministry
of DoNER and Ministry of Textiles.
Dr Jitendra Singh thanked Union
Textiles Minister Smriti Irani for taking
personal interest to make possible the
setting up of the Northeast Textile &
Craft Shopping Mela. The shopping
area is spread over 30 stalls / outlets
in the “Indian Craft Mela” at the
popular market complex of Janpath.

NPF MLAs resignation, boycott of ADCs, even assassination of
elected representatives, all these incidents in one way or other sow
the seed of present chaos and turmoil. Here one can ask- what was
the framework agreement? Was it to intentionally block opposing
parties to campaign in hill constituencies, was is to incite hatred
amongst the hill peoples against the present government and to linger
it till election to shift the pole of voting, to come in power in coalition
with obviously Lotus party and what will happen when in power,
what if they disturb the integrity of Manipur?
All these are questions in the mind of the common people. If the
present government had favoured to one party, everything would be
chaos till now. It is the iron hand policy of the present govt. that
sovereignty of the state is safe till now.
So educated masses are seeing the clear motives behind and the next
election will reflect who is who and what is what.” – Raj

On counter blockade
“Counter Blockade should be intensified to the extent that UNC never
want to call such economic bandh any more. If UNC call intensified, a
situation should be arrived in such a way that shot at sight order be
given to security forces. Modi and Rajnath had given power to
paramilitary forces to tame stone throwers killing by pellet numbering
93 protestors”. - LB Devi
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